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A. Factor Introduction: Fear

Fear gauges and quantifies the amount of uncertainty in the marketplace. As more uncertainty 
and a higher level of Fear enters the marketplace, market participants’ appetite for risk 
decreases. In this series, we will use the terms Fear and Risk interchangeably, as they are simply 
the inverse of each other. Fear is a short-term element that can help mitigate the lagged risk in 
longer-term Growth and Yield models.

B. How is Fear Quantified?

Anticipating sudden, unexpected events that can cause a sharp downswing in the markets or the economy is difficult to 
do well. However, these events are often foreshadowed by complacency and Fear that can be measured. These 
indicators need to be considered as a short-term defensive component of a portfolio.

These events will happen on a regular basis and some of them will turn into more structural problems. Reacting to these 
episodes on a systematic basis with our robust measurement of Fear can dynamically control portfolio risk. Due to the 
episodic nature of such events, Fear has the highest frequency of all the factors in the GYfi Framework.

There is no single variable that defines Fear; the true value of quantifying the amount of Fear in the market comes from 
analyzing multiple indicators. The four primary indicators we use are:

σ

FEAR

Widening Credit Spreads
A widening Credit Spread occurs when the returns of higher risk Bonds increase relative to the 
returns of lower risk Bonds. The implication here is that investors are demanding a higher 
return for bearing the added risk of the riskier asset. So, when would an investor demand 
higher returns on riskier assets? Answer: when they are fearful that these Bonds may default.

Rising Volatility
Increasing volatility is synonymous with uncertainty and results directly in decreased risk 
appetite (Bekaert et al 2005).

Asset Class Sentiment
Of the four GYfi Factors, Fear is the most susceptible to market psychology. For this reason, 
understanding how much Fear the market is implying is crucial to a composite Fear 
measurement. We capture this effect by comparing Asset Class performance. For example, 
when market participants are buying more safe-haven assets than risky ones, the likely reason 
is positive Fear. When the opposite is true, market participants likely have positive risk 
appetite, meaning that Fear is negative.

Equity Market Internals
Because Equities have historically provided the highest returns, measuring Fear in Equities is 
somewhat distinct from other Asset Classes. Equity Market Internals allow us to isolate Equity-
specific Fear.
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B. How is Fear Quantified? (cont.)
Fear has varying frequency across indicators and can vary greatly in how quickly it manifests itself. For example, 
widening credit spreads imply that investors are acting on their Fear whereas rising volatility is a signal that greater 
uncertainty is on the horizon.
By incorporating the correct variables measured in the correct ways, we are able to assemble a composite Fear Index 
with predictive power.

C. Asset Class Relationships with Fear

The RQSI Composite Fear Index tells us how much risk appetite the market has, and in turn, how well risky assets will 
perform. In general, Fear impacts Asset Classes in the following ways:

FIXED INCOME

COMMODITIES

Fear kills risk appetite. Owning Equities is a risky proposition due to their high volatility. 
Therefore, when Fear is prevalent, investors tend to flee from Equities.

Bonds represent safety. A fearful market will avoid highly volatile assets & gravitate 
toward safe-haven assets, like investment-grade Fixed Income.

Fear kills speculation. When Fear enters the markets, those with the shortest time 
horizons and more speculative views, tend to divest. Fear neutralizes speculative activity 
and can weigh heavily on Commodities.
From there, the effect of Fear on Commodities becomes a simple supply and demand 
issue. With speculative buyers out of the market, Commodity demand shrinks. In turn, 
lower prices are forced on producers.
When the market is fearful, Commodities typically perform poorly.

EQUITIES

The basic idea here is that the presence of Fear causes a flight to safety for investors. The average investor does not 
want to hold highly volatile assets during fearful times, so instead he or she will own safe-haven assets.
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D. Practical Application of Fear

We can apply the relationship between the market’s current state of Fear and the Asset Classes, as described in 
subsection C, to overall portfolio management.  The following graph illustrates why measuring Fear is so important for 
trading and portfolio asset allocation, specifically for Commodities. The Commodities involved here are from the 
Thomson Reuters CRB Index, but its important to note that in practice, our Fear read is only used as a signal on Energies 
and Metals, as these assets are the main inputs of the economic machine. Commodities in other sectors tend to be more 
affected by factors other than the economy (i.e. weather, seasonals).

The RQSI Composite Fear Index shows the amount of Fear in the market over time. This read has a fairly reactive 
nature but tends to be negative (“Fear Off”); in the last 2 years, we have switched between a “Fear On” and “Fear Off” 
state 18 times. Though it can be flighty, our Fear Index successfully captures most of the major market moves.

The Commodity Excess Returns when Fear > 0 series shows the returns of these Commodities when Fear is Positive. 
The Commodity Excess Returns when Fear < 0 line shows the opposite: Commodity returns if investors only had 
Commodity exposure in a “Fear Off” state.

The spread between these two curves shows the incremental benefit of utilizing Fear as an asset allocation tool. 
Because of the high frequency nature of this read, it is difficult to see all the individual periods where the Fear signal 
made a significant impact. The main takeaway of this graph is not how effective the read was in any particular discrete 
fashion, but rather how effective the read was at avoiding the majority of big negative moves and capturing the majority 
of big positive moves over the whole period.

E. Fear Conclusion

In order to effectively utilize Fear for asset allocation, it is crucial to not only utilize the appropriate data to accurately 
quantify the amount of Fear in the market but also to understand what this Fear measurement says about each Asset 
Class and the market in aggregate.  

Through indicators such as widening credit spreads, volatility, and asset class sentiment, the RQSI Composite Fear Index 
measures the collective Fear of market participants over time.  Investors can use the RQSI Composite Fear Index to 
assist in making asset allocations decisions based on the relationships described on the previous page.
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